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Abstract 

Tissue engineered vascular graft (TEVG) has a good potential to replace and repair demanded blood vessels. 
Here, we proposed a novel method to create three-layered TEVG on biocompatible glass fiber scaffolds starting 
from flat sheet state into tubular shape and to train the resulting tissue by our developed bioreactor system. 
Constructed tubular tissues were matured and trained under 3 types of individual flow programs, and their 
mechanical and biological properties were analyzed. The strength of scaffold after cell seeding was 2.83 N which 
is sufficient to withstand the pressure of blood flow and the use of sutures. Fluorescent imaging and histological 
examination of trained vascular tissue revealed that each cell layer has its own individual response to training 
flow rates. Fluid flow simulation model was created based on experimentally measured tissue geometries; its 
analysis suggested a correlation between local flow rate fluctuations and fibroblast layer infiltration depth into 
the scaffold. Concluding: a three-layered tissue structure similar to natural can be created by seeding different 
cell types in succession, and the following training of the forming tissue with increasing flow by a bioreactor is 
effective for promoting cell survival, and cell layer formation of desired geometry. 
 
Introduction 

Until recently, small artificial vascular prostheses, less than 6mm in diameter, could not be used clinically due to 
lack of their antithrombotic and infection resistance and high chance of early occlusion1‒4. When arteriosclerotic 
vascular disorders including ischemic heart disease, peripheral artery disease, or similar conditions occur, in some 
cases catheter treatment or stenting may not be possible, then surgical revascularization such as coronary artery 
bypass grafting or lower limb bypass surgery is required. Regular treatment of choice is utilizing the patient's 
own blood vessels, such as the internal thoracic artery or the great saphenous vein5. However, often in the patients 
with arterial disease, other blood vessels in their body are affected by stenosis as well, which makes it difficult to 
harvest a healthy vein necessary for bypass surgery6. 

Vascular graft therapy based on tissue engineering is a treatment option in such cases7. Since tissue 
engineered vascular graft (TEVG) have good potential to replace and repair demanded areas, several approaches 
to construct TEVG were suggested so far8. Self-organization methods such as cell-sheet, micro tissue aggregation, 
or 3D bio-printing are scaffold-free methods utilizing only the cells9‒11. They have common advantage of 
biocompatibility, yet each method has its own limitations. Cell sheets method allow to mimic the layered structure 
of blood vessels by stacking one sheet at a time. However, the stacking of dense sheets of cells disrupt the supply 
of nutrients and oxygen to the interior layer12. Micro tissue aggregation is reliable method for tissue formation 
in required size and we previously developed a method and the bioreactor for its implementation to form tubular 
tissue of arbitrary diameter and length13. However, it is challenging to control the self-assembly of the cells, and 
no one has not yet been able to reproduce a natural vessel with a correct three-layered structure by this approach. 
3D bio-printing could make layer structure in principle, however, since gravity applied in the height direction, 
the stacked length is actually limited whether a bio-printer handles individual cells or spheroids as a single 



dispensing unit14. Another challenge of 3D cell printing is cell viability due to extrusion pressure15. 
The clinical application of TEVG requires reconstruction of vascular function based on the three-layered 

tissue structure, as well as scalability in size and the strength to withstand blood flow pulses and surgery suturing, 
but it is still difficult and timely to satisfy all these requirements with just self-assembly approaches in current 
technologies. In this study, rather than relying only on self-assembly, we proposed a method to form natural 
vascular layer structure with biocompatible glass fibers and developed a novel bioreactor and housing devices 
which allow to form the cell layers, to mature the layer structure, and to train the assembled vascular tissues with 
various perfusion flow. In addition, we examined mechanical and biological features of the constructed tubular 
tissue and the relationship between the properties of the composed layers and the training flow rate inside the 
bioreactor. 
 
Results 

Layer structure formation during sheet culture period 
Cells were seeded onto sterilized glass fiber sheets placed into silicon frames of our design (Fig.1) allowing media 
access from both sides of the sheets. Layers of cells on glass fiber sheets were assembled in following succession: 
fibroblasts (NHDFc), red fluorescent protein (RFP) expressing Human Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells (hASMCs), 
and green fluorescent protein (GFP) expressing Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs). Fibroblast 
showed invasive growth with penetration of the material (Fig.2A); hASMCs and HUVEC formed cell layers on 
top of previously seeded cells (Fig.2B, 2C). 

 
Cell density and viability  
Count of DAPI stained nuclei (Fig.3A) of cells in NHDFc layer was compared quantitatively with results of 
staining with Calcein AM and Ethidium (Fig.3B). Cell borders in 3D tissue image were overlapping, so staining 
with Calcein AM cannot be used for calculation of the cell number, only for visualization of live cells prevalence. 
Table.1 shows the number of cells averaged over 5 images, their density, and cell viability calculated from these 
results. Most of the cellsʼ nuclei were negative for ethidium and the survival rate was estimated at 95.8 ± 1.4 %. 

 
The changes of the mechanical strength of glass fiber during tissue formation 
There was little change in the strength of the glass fiber itself before and after autoclaving with subsequent 2 
weeks long immersion in the culture media (Fig.4). On the other hand, glass fiber sheets after seeding and 
growing the fibroblasts lost the strength significantly (p<0.001). The strength of the glass fiber sheets decreased 
from 11.56 ± 1.98 N in the dry state to 2.83 ± 0.76 N in fibroblast-infiltrated samples. We expect that invasive 
growth of the fibroblasts into the depth of glass fiber (Fig.5) disturbed connections between the fibers and so its 
strength. 

 
Tubular structure formation and tissue removal 
Glass fiber sheets with 3 cell layers were successfully rounded into a tube shape by the proposed method with 
help of sterilized metal rod 3.5mm in diameter and the shape was stabilized with surgical suture. Tubular proto-
tissues were placed into 4-channels bioreactor of our design and matured by individual training flow programs. 
Complete cycle of training and maturation took two weeks. Although, some experimental procedures such as 
removal of the formed tissue from the system, cutting it with scissors, washing the tissue with PBS, and pinching 
with tweezers were challenging to perform, we visually confirmed in most of the cases that the tubular shape 
could be retained without much damage (Fig.6). After crosscut, the tissues were placed into transparent plastic 
dishes, and live fluorescence observation of the vascular tissue was performed in the cross-sectional direction. 
We can observe that the shape of tissue was close to tubular, and green fluorescent endothelial cells could be seen 
inside the red fluorescent smooth muscle cells layer (Fig.7A). Stronger layer of endothelial cells could be seen in 
samples with different training program as on Fig.7B, where endothelial cells spread more evenly on the hASMCs 



layer and the two layers had defined separation. 
 
Histological analysis 
21 cross-cut synthetic vascular tissues were stained with HE to confirm histologically the fusion and organization 
of each cell layer and to calculate each layerʼs thickness (Fig.8). The effects of the perfusion flow rate on the 
maturation of tissue layer structure were analyzed. We compared stationary cultured rounded sheets with the 
same sheets trained under final flow rates 1,2 and 5 ml/min. As shown in Fig.9, each layer has its own individual 
response to flow rate alterations. The thickness of all cell layers increased when the flow was applied compared 
to the stationary culture. The same situation occurs in all types of cells comprising our tissues, suggesting that 
sustained nutrient and oxygen delivery by the bioreactor and associated mechanical training allowed the cells to 
increase their number and area. On the other hand, as the flow rate increases, the thickness of cell layers reached 
apex at a certain point individual on each cell type and began to decrease especially for the endothelial cells and 
the fibroblasts at higher rates. 
 
Flow simulation 
To address the reasons for observed strength reduction in relation to the effects of cellular infiltration, and profile 
of the material and flow velocity distribution of our bioreactor, a 3D model was created from series of the actual 
tissue shapes obtained during experiments. Crosscut profiles were copied from the actual HE-stained cross 
sections (for example Fig.5), and subsequently a fluid simulation was performed (Fig.10). The media velocity 
was higher in the center of the vessel and it decrease as approaches the wall forming a gradient. The relationship 
between the simulated fluid velocity at 15 points on the inner surface of the tissue and the thickness of the cell 
layer at those points is shown in Fig.11. The curves represent the results of the logarithmic approximation. The 
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between tissue thickness of fibroblast layer and flow velocity is 0.76 
suggesting a strong dependence. 
 
Discussion 

Small diameter conventional artificial vascular grafts have major limitations with respect to thrombosis, infection, 
and biocompatibility. Extensive research is being conducted to develop small-diameter TEVGs using 
regenerative medicine and tissue engineering approaches8,16,17. The supply of nutrients and oxygen has always 
been recognized as an important issue in the development of three-dimensional tissues18. Moreover, since natural 
blood vessels are constantly exposed to blood flow, it is particularly important to consider the effect of mechanical 
stimulation during in vitro culture19. Bioreactor-based culture systems hold the potential to provide a testing 
platform that is more predictable of a whole tissue response by providing more physiologically relevant conditions 
comparing to customarily used two- and three-dimensional cultures20,21. Here we proposed a novel method to 
create three-layered TEVG with biocompatible glass fibers as supporting scaffold and to train a tissue by the 
developed bioreactor system. Constructed tubular tissues were matured and trained under 3 types of individual 
flow, and we compared their mechanical and biological features. 

In current study, we utilized glass fiber sheet as the scaffold. The grass fiber has good biocompatibility and 
previous studies have shown that it can be applied safely in animals22,23. Our selected grass fiber sheets satisfied 
all of the following specifications required for constructing three layered blood vessel; (1) biocompatibility - to 
avoid foreign body reactions and rejection, (2) negligible cytotoxicity ‒ to ensure proper cell survival, (3) surface 
allowing cell adhesion - to facilitate mechanical support, (4) porosity for nutrients and oxygen supply, (5) 
flexibility permitting sheet-to-tube folding, and (6) sufficient material strength to withstand the experimental 
manipulation and blood pressure fluctuations. The glass fiber sheets we used consist of a porous material with a 
particle retention capacity of 2.7 µm, which allow seeding cell layers with suspension of the individual cells. 
Material has sufficient permeability for the culture medium, and it has the flexibility to be formed into a tube 
shape (Fig.6). 



Similar attempt combining cell sheet engineering and electrospinning technology was performed, and 
bioreactor preconditioned SMC sheet-combined vascular scaffold maintained high cell viability (95.9 ± 2.7%), 
phenotypes and improved cellular infiltration, as well as desired mechanical properties9. We confirmed that the 
cells were uniformly attached and spread along the fibrous direction (Fig.2). The survival rate of the cells was 
pretty good (95.8%). From these results, we suggested that porous grass fiber sheet is useful as a biocompatible 
material for tissue preparation. Certainly, it lacks biodegradability, so future developments should be aimed for 
use of biodegradable glasses23‒25 which were not available for us in a form of fiber filters at the time of our study. 

Besides glasses, other materials were used for cellular support in TEVG. Crosslinked electrospun gelatin 
scaffolds of specific fibre layer orientation was developed, and high suture retention strength was achieved in the 
range of 1.8‒1.94 N for wet acellular scaffolds, same or better than that for fresh saphenous vein26. The tensile 
strength measurements of our scaffold showed that there was little change in strength between dry and soaked 
material, however strength was dramatically reduced after cell culture. Nevertheless, vascular tissue with grass 
fiber scaffold has a tensile strength of 2.83 N, which is sufficient to withstand the pressure of blood flow and the 
use of sutures. 

Formation of the three-layered structure on the glass fiber seeded with differentiated primary cells of three 
types was confirmed, and the assembled layer order was maintained during all incubation period in the tube 
shape. As an alternative to primary cells, differentiated iPS cells can provide an attractive cell source for 
constructing TEVGs using the sheet engineering technique27. Recent article reported generation of hiPSC-
derived TEVGs with mechanical strength comparable to native vessels used in arterial bypass grafts by utilizing 
biodegradable scaffolds, incremental pulsatile stretching, and optimized culture conditions28. On the other hand, 
the technology to assemble sheets of endothelial cells and fibroblasts derived from iPS cells with SMCs has not 
yet been realized, it seems to be still difficult to form a multilayered vascular structure using a pipe-like scaffold 
(including molds). The sheet-to-tube folding using glass fiber scaffold with multiple cell types gave the advantage 
of creating a three-layered structure in intended order and maintaining it after formation of the tube. 

Regarding cell organization in the scaffold, each layer thickness tended to decrease as the flow rate reached 
maximum. There are several possibilities to explain the phenomenon: For example, if the flow is too fast some 
cells at the inner surface (endothelial) could be mechanically flushed away. We were able to recover some green 
fluorescent cells from circulation, but it was difficult to perform quantitative measurements. The same tendency 
was observed for red fluorescent smooth muscle cells, but not as drastic as for endothelial cells. In a literature, a 
pulsatile flow bioreactor was developed to allow shear and pulsatile stimulation of TEVGs constructed from with 
10T-1/2 mouse smooth muscle progenitor cells29. Authors discovered that the constructs subjected to 7 weeks of 
biomechanical conditioning had significantly higher collagen levels and improved moduli relative to those grown 
under static conditions. In our case, the smooth muscle cells were sandwiched between endothelial cells and 
fibroblasts, which made them less affected by shear stress. 
The thickness of fibroblast layer has decreased significantly as well as endothelial cells. When the glass fiber was 
rolled, the inner surface was sometimes slightly wrinkled, which caused dimples to appear outward from the 
circular tube (as shown as a white dotted line in the center in Fig.10). The reduction in flow speed, mainly around 
the wrinkles shown by our simulation, would result in a more depleted oxygen supply to the cells. The histological 
analysis (Fig.5) revealed that the cells infiltrating the glass fibers were almost exclusively fibroblasts. Systematic 
computer simulations and parametric studies of different types of scaffolds in the dynamic bioreactor showed 
predicted oxygen concentration profiles at the center of the pore in a fibrous scaffold, and predicted cell front 
propagation distance from the seeded surface of the scaffold30. Simulations showed that cells fill the pores of the 
porous scaffold over a period of days, and the oxygen concentration decreases on a log-like scale as the distance 
from the seeded surface increases30. In our case, there is a near-log-scale increase in cell invasion when the flow 
velocity is reduced (i.e. the oxygen supply is reduced). Overall thickness variation was higher at lower flow rate. 
These evidences suggest that the flow velocity optimal for fibroblasts to create a structure close to naturally 
occurring is different from the other two cell types. Although our result indicated high cell viability, this could be 
due to supplying the culture medium from both outside and inside the scaffold. The outer microflow is thought 



to be similar to the capillary function that enters the outer walls of arteries in the body. Calculations predict that 
in case of circulation limited to inside area, the maximum cell propagation would be about half of the current 
level (0.4 to 0.45 mm), and we can expect limited viability of cell in areas that have infiltrated deeply into the 
scaffold. 

Our comparison of modelled flow and histological structure of the tissue points to invasion of fibroblast 
cell into glass fiber scaffold in area of slower flow and, perhaps, lower mass rate exchange between circulated 
media and forming tissue. Is it an influence of lower oxygen tension, nutrients concentration or waste products 
insufficient removal? Interplay between cell oxygen tension and physiological responses (migration in particular) 
is not known in details and some data are controversial. For example, cultured L929 fibroblasts under hypoxic 
conditions (1% O2) demonstrated enhanced cell spreading, decrease of single cell migration, and a decline of 
cell motility31. 24 hr hypoxia exposure govern fibrotic responses in cardiac fibroblasts: their proliferation, 
secretion of inflammatory and pro-fibrotic cytokines in culture supernatants; myofibroblast differentiation32. 
Indirectly attributed to migration is finding that low oxygen tension coupled with macromolecular crowding 
significantly accelerate extracellular matrix deposition and the development of scaffold-free tissue-like modules. 
Interestingly, fibroblasts exhibited the highest metabolic activity at slightly hypoxic conditions - 2% oxygen 
tension and more extracellular matrix proteins - collagens type I, V, and VI and fibronectin were deposited at 2% 
oxygen tension, as opposed to 0.5% and 20%33. 

On the other hand, some of the observed effects might be attributed to effective exchange between media 
and trained tissue in area with higher flow velocity. It was demonstrated that high glucose conditions (25 mM 
D-glucose, or about 4500 mg/L in fresh media we used) inhibited cell migration when compared to low glucose 
concentration34. Comparing behavior of several types of the cells at different oxygen and glucose concentrations 
authors have found that survival of fibroblasts was higher at slightly hypoxic conditions (5%) comparing to both 
severe hypoxia (0.1%) or normoxia (21% of oxygen in gas mix)35. 

From these results, some insights and limitations for future development can be suggested. A three-
layered tissue structure can be created by seeding the cells in sequence using a sheet-like porous glass fiber 
scaffold. Then rounding is possible, and training of forming tissue with increasing flow by a bioreactor is effective 
for promoting cell survival and proliferation. At that time, selecting individually and providing the proper flow 
rate is important factor for the cell layer formation close to naturally occurring. Excessive flow lead to detachment 
and washing away of cells: insufficient lead to improper layer structure. Different flow delivery to both the inner 
and outer sides could be one potential option for cell type-specific layer construction and organization. 

 
Methods 

Cells 
We used 3 types of cells normally comprising blood vessels: Fibroblasts (NHDFc, C-12302, PromoCell, 
Heidelberg, Germany), Smooth muscle cells (hASMCs, cAP-0026RFP, Angio-Proteomie, Boston, USA), and 
Endothelial cells (HUVECs, cAP-0001GFP, Angio-Proteomie, Boston, USA). Frozen stock of each types of the 
cells was melted and scaled up in appropriate media: D-MEM (High Glucose with Phenol Red and Sodium 
Pyruvate, StemSure®, Wako) supplemented with 10% of fetal calf serum for smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts 
and Endothelial media (Endothelial Cell Growth Medium, PromoCell) for endothelial cells in 75cm2 flasks 
(Primaria, Corning, NC, USA). Before co-culture cells were adapted for 1:1 mix of the above media for 72hr. For 
layer formation cells were detached from the surface with Trypsin/EDTA solution (Wako, Japan), and washed 
with its cultured media filtered through 1.2 um membrane filter. 
 
Scaffold 
We used glass fiber filters (Whatman grade GF/D / GE Healthcare) for cell support and formation of the tubular 
shapes after. Filters were cut into pieces (16.5 x 20 mm), sterilized by autoclaving and soaked with cell culture 
media 24-hour prior the cell seeding. 



 
The Silicon frame design for cell seeding on glass fiber scaffold 
The cells in suspension have similar density to their culture media, so forming the cell layer on flat sheet in bigger 
Petri dish led to escape of sizeable part of seeded cells from intended surface. Therefore, a PDMS silicon frame 
was developed to accommodate the glass fiber sheet (Fig.1). The size of the glass fiber sheet was set 16.5 x 20 
mm which can form a tubular shape with 4 mm inner diameter, 6 mm outer diameter, and 20 mm length when 
it is bent into the tube. When the mold was submerged inside the dish, the culture medium could permeate from 
both top and bottom. 
 
Biocompatibility 
Since we used glass fiber supporting scaffold, which was not specifically designed for cell attachment, ensuring 
its biocompatibility was necessary prior to further experiments. Evaluation of the biocompatibility was done by 
seeding NHDFc on sterilized filters and measuring cell viability after 7 days growth with LIVE/DEAD® 
Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit (Molecular Probes / Thermo-Fischer). Since projections of cell bodies on 3D scaffold 
are heavily overlapped, we used DAPI staining to count the total cell number and staining with Ethidium 
homodimer to assess the number of dead cells with damaged membrane (necrotic and late apoptotic cells). For 
each measurement we used 5 separate field of view, calculation was done with ImageJ software36. 
 
Tensile strength measurements 
We developed a holder for comparative measurement of dry and wet glass fiber sheets before and after tissue 
formation (Fig.12A). Tensile strength of glass fiber was measured using the holder of our own design, 
Load/Displacement Measurement Unit (FSA-1KE-20N, IMADA, Japan), and digital force gauge (ZTA-20N, 
IMADA, Japan) shown in Fig.12B, in order to verify whether the strength of glass fiber was changed by 
infiltration of the culture medium. The filter (n=4) was wrapped around the axel in terminal holders and 
increasing pulling force applied according to the internal program. We measured 3 sets of filters: factory dry, 
sterilized and kept wet, and filters with cells. 
 
The three-layered structure formation of tissue engineered blood vessels 
To mimic natural structure of blood vessel we propose a method in which the culture process is divided into 
stages as illustrated in Fig.13. First, the fibroblast (NHDFc) layer, which is the outer layer of vessels, was seeded 
on top of the pretreated glass fiber. We used about 107 cells. One week after the media was changed and the next 
layer was formed with hASMCs, and after another week the same operation repeated with HUVECs. For 
maturation of three-layered tissue, we used additional 7 days with two media changes during that period. 
 
Bioreactor and training system 
Our bioreactor system consists of a control unit, an autoclavable perfusion pump unit (WPM2-P3EA-CP / 
Welco), a gas exchange unit, 4-channels vascular training unit, and shared media reservoir (Fig.14). Every 
component except the control unit were sterilized by autoclaving. The size of entire system is 30 cm length, 20 
cm width, and 17 cm height, and whole device was installed inside a CO2 incubator during entire culture period.  

The control unit consists of a main circuit board which regulate the flow rate and reads sensor values, 
stepper motors, motor drivers (L6470 / STMicroelectronics), temperature and humidity sensor, polycarbonate 
housing, and a rubber sealing frame. This unit adjust a flow rate of the perfusion pump unit between 0~48 
ml/min. Four stepper motors have daisy-chained each other and allow to support individual flow control or batch 
synchronous control. Since each circulation pathway of the media is mechanically independent, it allows to 
perform and analyze the cultivations under individual flow conditions. The flow rate and its procedure of 
changing up to the target value can be set by the user via an external serial communication port. 

The gas exchange unit consists of four silicon tubes (3mm inner diameter) of about 2 m long wrapped 
around the supporting stand and it is connected between the shared reservoir and each training unit. The media 



passing through this unit delivers oxygen to cells due to reasonable gas permeability of silicon as well as stabilize 
carbon dioxide level necessary for maintenance of pH buffer capacity of the culture media. 

4-channels vascular training unit consist of silicon tube housings (8 mm diameter), several luer connectors, 
and the supporting stand. The culture medium transported from the pump passes mainly through the inner side 
of the tubular tissue installed in the silicone housing. Media flows allow to mature proto-tissues and to give the 
shear stress for the training of cell-to-cell adhesion and extra cellular matrix adaptation. A slight gap between the 
outside of the tubular tissue and the housing provided flow of the culture medium, supplying oxygen and 
nutrients to the cells through the glass fiber scaffold material. 
 
Tubular shape formation by developed auxiliary device 
After confirming by life fluorescent microscopy of the flipped over filter that the smooth muscle cells and the 
endothelial cells layers have been formed, we returned filters in upright position and placed them in fresh media. 
Forming of continuously round shape for glass fiber filter with attached cell layers is challenging. Therefore, we 
developed an auxiliary device for ensuring safety and reproducibility of the glass fiber wrapping (Fig.15). In this 
device, a sheet is placed on the stage first, then a metal pipe (3.5mm diameter) is placed on the sheet and fixed 
to both tube ends, and the tubular shape could be initialized and maintained by wrapping the glass fiber sheet 
with two silicon belts. At this state, the glass fiber sheet around the tube is tied and fixed at three of more points 
with surgical sutures. With this assistive device, the operation could be completed in 5-10 minutes per one tissue 
to avoid the tissue drying. 

The tissues then were placed into sterilized silicone tube housing and connected into the bioreactor system 
we have developed. Culture medium circulated through the housing for two weeks with changing of 50% of the 
media to the fresh one every 120hr. As a result, tissues were subjected to shear stress and tension from the fluid 
in the similar way as blood vessels in the body, which was expected to promote cell-to-cell adhesion and a 
reinforcing mechanical stress response. 
 
Maturation and training of the tissue in the developed bioreactor 
Four equal glass fiber sheets with 3 cell layers were prepared for each experiment. They were placed inside the 
silicon tube housings in the system, sealed with connectors, and the individual flow supplied from the individually 
programmed pumps to reach 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 ml during 72 hours, and then the maturation and training was 
continued at the steady flow rate for 2 more weeks (Fig.16). 
 
Live imaging 
The distribution of cells in the inner part of the trained tubular tissues was assessed by help of fluorescent 
proteins expressed in smooth muscle cells (red) and endothelial cells (green). Tubular tissues with surrounding 
glass fiber scaffold were crosscut, washed with warm PBS and placed in Petri dishes under the layer of PBS on 
inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon eclipses Ti). Several images were acquired with different depth of focus 
and restored by Adobe Photoshop into single combined image. 
 
Histological evaluation 
The tissues removed from bioreactor housing were washed with warm PBS, and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 
in phosphate buffer for 20 min at 37 ℃. The fixed tissues were sent to external processing (New Histo Science 
Laboratory Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) for sectioning and staining. HE stained slides were photographed and 
thickness of different cell layers estimated in quadruplicates for each image. 
 
Flow simulation 
A 3D model of the blood vessel was created using CAD (SOLIDWORKS® 2018 / Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks 
Corporation), and the shapes were digitized from our actual HE stained histological sections. Fluid analysis of 
that model was also performed using SOLIDWORKS® Flow Simulation incorporated in the same software. The 



calculation area was defined as the silicon tubes of the training unit and internal whole tissues. Boundary 
conditions were set at 2 ml/min flow rate at the inlet and 101325 Pa and 293.2 K of static pressure at the outlet. 
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Figure 1. Silicone frame design for a glass fiber sheet set up and cell layer formation. Far right: Actual frames 
with glass fiber scaffold preconditioned in culture media. 



  

Figure 2. Formation of the tissue layers on a glass fiber sheet at each maturation step during sheet culture 
period. (A) First layer, white: fibroblasts stained by Calcein-AM, red: dead cells stained by ethidium, (B) 
Second layers, red fluorescent: RFP-SMCs. Fibroblasts on the background are non-fluorescent, (C) Third 
layers, red: RFP-SMCs, teal: GFP-HUVECs with automatic white balance. Each picture was taken under 
inverted fluorescent microscope after completing tissue maturation steps at weekly intervals. Fig.2C 
endothelial cell layer (blue) is in front of the smooth muscle cell layer (red), and the cells are close to 
uniformly distributed on the glass fiber. 

Figure 3. Survival of cells in the formed tissues on a GF sheet after maturation by the developed bioreactor. 
(A) DAPI stained nuclei, (B) Staining with Calcein-AM and Ethidium. 
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Figure 4. Strength measurement of the grass fiber sheet before and after tissue formation with the developed 
tensile tester device. 

Figure 5. Infiltration of fibroblasts into a glass fiber. white allows: invasive growth areas. 

Figure 6. Matured blood vessels after training in the bioreactor. The tubular shape could be retained without 
much damage by some experimental procedures. (A)Extraction (B) Washing with PBS (C) Cutting/Slicing 
(D) Observation 



  

Figure 7. Cross sections of three-layer blood vessels. (A) 5 ml/min composite of 20 images with different 
focal planes from the front to the back of the freshly formed tissue. (B) 1 ml/min higher magnification image 
with wall exposure, white dotted line: defined separation of two layers. Both; red: RFP-SMC, green: GFP-
HUVEC, white allow: flow direction. 

Figure 8. (A) Overview of a representative cross section of a 1 ml/min three-layered blood vessel stained by 
HE. (B) A 5 ml/min three-layered blood vessel. (C) Enlarged view of three layers. Example of thickness 
calculation of each cell layer. 



  

Figure 9. Comparison of the relative thickness for each cell layer exposed to different flow rate. (A) 
Endothelial cell layer. (B) Smooth muscle cell layer. (C) Fibroblast layer. (D) Change rate in layer thickness 
at each flow rate based on static culture of three cells types. 

Figure 10. Flow Simulation of 3D Models Based on tissue cross sections by HE stained areas. (A) Cross-
sectional plot of velocity gradient and streamline example. White arrows: indentation of the glass fiber scaffold 
and direction of cell invasion (B) Three-dimensional profile of velocity vectors. 



  

Figure 11. Relationship between simulated flow velocity of the media and expanded infiltration of fibroblast 
areas into the grass fiber. 

Figure 12. Strength measurement tester device. (A) The developed tensile holder. (B) Overall appearance 
of the device assembled with Load/Displacement Measurement Unit and digital force gauge. 

Figure 13. Construction method of three-layer blood vessel using glass fiber as a scaffold. 1. Fibroblast 
seeding. 2. Smooth muscle cell seeding on top of fibroblast layer. 3. Endothelial cells seeding onto two-layer 
smooth muscle cells/fibroblast structure. 4. Layer structure conditioning and tissue maturation. 5. Wrapping 
the flat sheet around the metal rod to form tubular shape. 6. Holding the tube shape with surgical suture. 7. 
Rod removal/central channel formation. 8. Formed three-layer blood vessel before tissue maturation and 
training. 



 

Table 1. Number of cells, density and survival rate 

Total Number of Cells in view field Number of Cells / 1mm2 Survival rate [%] 

1226 ± 31 123 ± 3 95.8 ± 1.4 

 

Figure 14. The overview of the 4-channels bioreactor for maturation of proto-tissues into the trained vascular 
tissue by individual training flow programs. Size bar = 5 cm. 

Figure 15. An auxiliary device for aseptic and reproducible tissue on glass fiber wrapping. 

Figure 16. Training flow programs. 



Figures

Figure 1

Silicone frame design for a glass �ber sheet set up and cell layer formation. Far right: Actual frames with
glass �ber scaffold preconditioned in culture media.

Figure 2



Formation of the tissue layers on a glass �ber sheet at each maturation step during sheet culture period.
(A) First layer, white: �broblasts stained by Calcein-AM, red: dead cells stained by ethidium, (B) Second
layers, red �uorescent: RFP-SMCs. Fibroblasts on the background are non-�uorescent, (C) Third layers,
red: RFP-SMCs, teal: GFP-HUVECs with automatic white balance. Each picture was taken under inverted
�uorescent microscope after completing tissue maturation steps at weekly intervals. Fig.2C endothelial
cell layer (blue) is in front of the smooth muscle cell layer (red), and the cells are close to uniformly
distributed on the glass �ber.

Figure 3

Survival of cells in the formed tissues on a GF sheet after maturation by the developed bioreactor. (A)
DAPI stained nuclei, (B) Staining with Calcein-AM and Ethidium.



Figure 4

Strength measurement of the grass �ber sheet before and after tissue formation with the developed
tensile tester device.



Figure 5

In�ltration of �broblasts into a glass �ber. white allows: invasive growth areas.



Figure 6

Matured blood vessels after training in the bioreactor. The tubular shape could be retained without much
damage by some experimental procedures. (A)Extraction (B) Washing with PBS (C) Cutting/Slicing (D)
Observation

Figure 7

Cross sections of three-layer blood vessels. (A) 5 ml/min composite of 20 images with different focal
planes from the front to the back of the freshly formed tissue. (B) 1 ml/min higher magni�cation image
with wall exposure, white dotted line: de�ned separation of two layers. Both; red: RFP-SMC, green:
GFPHUVEC, white allow: �ow direction.



Figure 8

(A) Overview of a representative cross section of a 1 ml/min three-layered blood vessel stained by HE. (B)
A 5 ml/min three-layered blood vessel. (C) Enlarged view of three layers. Example of thickness



Figure 9

Comparison of the relative thickness for each cell layer exposed to different �ow rate. (A) Endothelial cell
layer. (B) Smooth muscle cell layer. (C) Fibroblast layer. (D) Change rate in layer thickness at each �ow
rate based on static culture of three cells types.



Figure 10

Flow Simulation of 3D Models Based on tissue cross sections by HE stained areas. (A) Crosssectional
plot of velocity gradient and streamline example. White arrows: indentation of the glass �ber scaffold
and direction of cell invasion (B) Three-dimensional pro�le of velocity vectors.



Figure 11

Relationship between simulated �ow velocity of the media and expanded in�ltration of �broblast areas
into the grass �ber.

Figure 12



Strength measurement tester device. (A) The developed tensile holder. (B) Overall appearance of the
device assembled with Load/Displacement Measurement Unit and digital force gauge.

Figure 13

Construction method of three-layer blood vessel using glass �ber as a scaffold. 1. Fibroblast seeding. 2.
Smooth muscle cell seeding on top of �broblast layer. 3. Endothelial cells seeding onto two-layer smooth
muscle cells/�broblast structure. 4. Layer structure conditioning and tissue maturation. 5. Wrapping the
�at sheet around the metal rod to form tubular shape. 6. Holding the tube shape with surgical suture. 7.
Rod removal/central channel formation. 8. Formed three-layer blood vessel before tissue maturation and
training.



Figure 14

The overview of the 4-channels bioreactor for maturation of proto-tissues into the trained vascular tissue
by individual training �ow programs. Size bar = 5 cm.

Figure 15

An auxiliary device for aseptic and reproducible tissue on glass �ber wrapping.



Figure 16

Training �ow programs.


